FLASH FM

MUSIC FOR THE ‘HD’ GENERATION
‘HD’ stands for ‘heads down’. In a world where no
one pays for music anymore and we have the
attention span of a TikTok video, lives Flash FM.
A digital radio station hosted by two 21-year-olds
more delirious about being social media influencers,
than those who thank ASOS for sending them the
clothes they pay for.
These fame hungry presenters are the epitome of
generation Z and live their lives for music, the
weekend and the celebrity selfie.
Talking of celebrities, our presenters relish the
opportunity to interview the guest of the week from
Little Mix to Idris Elba, Ed Sheeran and Dave. Who
aren’t always in the safest of hands.

LOGLINE
Within the world of music and celebrity that everyone wants to be in, our fame hungry kids
are living their best lives; after being picked to host a failing radio station based only on
their Instagram following. Ady and Adam created a super successful show, mostly through
the controversy of their celebrity interviews and VIP party shenanigans spoken about on
the morning radio show.
It’s as if each week they seem to get in trouble with a different celebrity in the green room,
live on air or at the after party of the brit awards.
Keeping the pressure on is their out of touch radio boss, Andy whose only cares about the
bottom line as he navigates through a messy ongoing divorce.
Let’s meet our hosts…

ADAM, 21, BRITISH
A DJ ever since he was 13, music and dance runs through his
veins. Growing up in Essex, as a teenager he was always
happy to wait for the first 5am train home after a night out in
London.
A fitness fanatic, playful and fun. He’s the type of person who
would stop the bullies at school and take the kids under his
wing. He’s friends with the gays, the mums, the aunts and
the lads.
He desires popularity (1 million followers) and thinks the
best way to do that is to show off his killer body on
Instagram, which does help with the sexual gratification he
craves.
Ady was the first black friend he had, which makes for some
awkward cultural exchanges. He’s cute, but not street wise.

ADY, 21, NIGERIAN/BRITISH
She’s a mix of ‘Pink Print’ Nicki Minaj, almost an anime
character herself, playful, full of energy, super young, bubble
gum fun. She’s the barb of London.
An intuitive business woman, super sexy, intelligent, switched
on to how the world works and street-wise. Her family is super
religious and although she respects her family, she’s never
been so herself, having lost her virginity with another church
boy at 16. Self described as tri-sexual with a new sexual
desire each week.
Ady is our celebrity fanatic, a singer and rapper herself, she’s
always trying to get her demo played on FLASH FM and will
sing at any opportunity – better than most the celebrities on
the show.

CELEBRITIES
Our Illustrator Tom Taylor is famous
for his unique illustration style of
celebrity art including Beyoncé, Lil Nas
X, Nicki Minaj, Lady Gaga, MNEK, Little
Mix and so much more.
Every episode will feature an animated
celebrity, with artwork they can share
on their socials to promote the show.
We have access to the following
celebrities for the first series:
Idris Elba
Lil Nas X
Pixie Lott
Todrick Hall
Years & Years
Ed Sheeran
Little Mix

OUR STYLE
Our unique and beautiful
illustration style builds an
entire world. Animating
London with 3D special
effects in a 2D environment.
London with a glorious neon
filter, we will explore the
dynamic macrocosm of
entertainment with humor
that reflects on today’s
pressures of a life on social
media.
Our vibe is Grand Theft Auto,
meets Archer, meets Capital
FM at The Brits after a few
drinks.

WHY NOW?
The animation genre has exploded over the past two decades, expanding into the realm of adult comedy and
drama. Often able to blend sharp jokes with grounded, relatable situations that mimic the motions of our day-today lives.
The power of animation gives us the chance to explore visually enticing worlds that would be hard to
pull off in a live-action series.
Netflix has lead the way in producing the adult animation medium and the blend of celebrity,
animation, music and comedy has yet to be done.
The opportunity for multiplatform story telling, partnerships with
record labels and celebrities and product placement is primed for this
show.
For celebrities to be part of an episode to plug their upcoming
projects in a unique way, just by recording their voice makes for
a very opportunistic approach.

FORMAT
120 mins across a 6 x 20 minute episodes

TARGET AUDIENCE
We are targeting an audience of men and women
14-40, essentially Generation Y and Z who are so
immersed in the world of content, social media
platforms, music and celebrity.
As much as the show is set in the filtered world they
live in, the jokes will target the social issues they
struggle with and impact on their lives. Social media
and influencers, depressions, bullying, sex,
substance abuse and peer pressure.

MEET THE TEAM
AARON CARTY

Aaron is a Multi-Media Entrepreneur, Producer, Director and Writer. Having produced content and campaigns for som
of the largest programmes on television including Love Island. Having Produced, Directed and Written films for som
of the leading companies and brands in the UK. Having started Carve more than 15 years ago having left the police
pursue a media career.
DARREL EVE

A talented and passionate digital artist and animator, Darrel has been Aaron’s business partner for the past 15 yea
Having created animated and hybrid content for TV commercials and advertising campaigns. This dedicated creati
is consumed with his love of his work.
Tom Taylor

The famous illustrator is best known for his unique style of celebrity endorsed illustrations, Disney/adult content wo
and successful merchandise line, with over 110,000 Instagram followers, this is Tom’s first time seeing his work
animated.

VOICE ARTISTS
Nikki aka: Black Rose
Nikki is a songwriter, rapper, singer and dancer. Her huge
personality and large Instagram following of over 100,000
lends her voice to Ady.

Lee Cheney
Lee is a Director of film and animation himself. Having
produced commercials for Star Trek, Pokémon and Stonewall.
As a talented actor and voice over artist, our cheeky Essex lad is
the perfect fit for Adam.

CONTACT
aaron@wearecarve.co.uk
@flashfm
@wearecarve_

